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.Candidate says she backs
2nd ,
e requirement
Okerlund says UCF students are 'professionally oriented'
by Jennifer Burgess ·

in a second language requirement. She said she feels that
learning another language not
The final candidate for the only allows students to learn
position ofUCFs president was another culture, but allows them
to learn more about their own.
interviewed earlier this week.
Arlene Okerlund is the aca- "Ifl had power, I would require
demicvice presidentatSanJose bilingualism," Okerlund stated.
Due to recent cuts in the budState University. Okerlund was
the last of five candidates to get, she said that the foreign
experience the two-day inter- language requirement is an isviews by students, faculty, staff sue that must be debated by
and the community.
comittees.
She said a strong general
Michael Hooker was the sixth
candidate, but he dropped out of education is an important part
of an education and said genthe race last week.
Okerlund said she believes eral education is the base which
STAFF REPORTER

provides the groundwork for
later education. An example
Okerlund gave was of a student
who enjoys the opera because of
an introductory music course.
"Students have to build that
base," she said.
Okerlund said the genuine
interest and professionalism of
the student body impressed her

Okerlund

Hooker

on her first visit to UCF, during
the first round of interviews.
She walked into the Business
Administration Building and
found an enormous amount of
students gathered in the lobby.
She said the students of UCF
are "professionally oriented."

Okerluridalso commented on
the amount of interaction and
response she received from the
community. She said she was
surprized to see a community
that was so "genuinely
SEARCH continued page 4

Smnmer requirement put
on hold by regents due

to budget restrictions
even fewer summer courses because of the state's tight budget
crunch.
In the clamor of budget cuts
"It's hard to require students
and limited availability of sum-· to attend in the summer if yo-q.
mer courses in Florida universi- can't offer the classes," Dees said.
ties, a nine-hour summer reIn October, the BOR decided
quirement for certain transfer to suspend the summer requirestudents has been suspended mentforthe 1991-92 schoolyear.
by the state Board of Regents.
The requirement was issued
The requireby the Florida
ment mandated
legislature more
that all students
than nine years
"It's
hard
to
require
entering the
ago to prevent
State University students to attend
the "underutiSystem who in the summer if
lization" of unihave taken less
versities. In adthan 60 credit you can't ~fff!r the
. dition to forcing
MICKEY GETS A B0.0 -BOO
hours must at- classes."
the students to
This car met Mickey Friday afternoon in front of Administration after ifcollided with a
tend nine hours
attend summer
summer
of
courses, the
bus, which was decorated for Disney World's 20th anniversary. (Char1esK. MorrowtFUTUREJ
courses. Trans- David Dees summer tuition
fer students who
assistant dean of was lowered.
have taken more
undergraduate studies Over the years,
than 60 hours of
the tuition was
college courses
raised again but
were not required to take the the summer requirement resummer classes.
mained.
"The requirement was susDees said that the one-year
against the bill for personal reasons. Shadgett pended through August ofl 992, suspension. might cause probby Rebecca Falcon
spoke of an ongoing battle between DiBona and which means that it will not be
STAFF REPORTER
lems for .some students. If the
David Mann, former SG pro temp.
enforced until then," said Dr. students at the junior level are
"We've acted irresponsibly," Sen. John
"Last ~eek we saw two egos battle when we David Dees, assistant dean of
unable to take summer classes
Shadgett said in response to the Student Senate's should have left the two egos at the door," Shadgett
Undergraduate Studies at this year, they might face a
vote against the "Jobs for Students" program.
said while addressing senate. 'We didn't become UCF.
mandatory summer schedule of
Shadgett addressed the senate during Sunday's senators to vote for Mann or DiBona. It's our job
rhe
suspension
was
issued
limited
classes in their senior
meeting, urging the senators to reconsider the to vote for students."
after
several
Florida
universiyear
when
the suspension is
previously failed jobs for students bill. Afte-r
During the Nov. 11 senate meeting, Mann
hearing debates, the senate reconsidered the bill spoke against the jobs for students program that ties reduced their amount of dropped.
"I don't think the summer
and passed it by a vote of16-9.
was supported by DiBona. Mann said that the courses offered this past summer. The University of Florida requirement is needed," Dees
At the last meeting, Jason DiBona, student program is not the responsibility of SG.
body president, recommended that the bill be
"He's wrong," Shadgett said. "He's not speak- considered canceling its sum- said. "Students are attending
mer session. Next year, some classes in the summer as much
passed. However, the senate rejected the bill.
Shadgett said the senators had voted for or
JOBS continued page 3 universities might schedule as they can anyway."
by Roben Sargent
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SG Sentate overt1U11s earlier decision;

bill provides money for student jobs

CLASSIFIEDS page 8
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Here's how you can get in on this
incredible Trade-in/Trade-up Eve,nt:
1.

~all

..
•

I

823-3147 for an·appointment for faster service.
Or just walk-in. The Trade-in/Trade-up Event is in
Instructional Resources (under the library).
2. Bring your computer, monitor, keyboard, and any
manuals or key locks you may have. Original boxing, if
possible, is preferred.
3. After the computer is tested, you receive a credit slip
good for 14 days towards any purchase at the UCF
Computer Store.

..
.

\.

•

•
•
The UCF Computer Store is located across from CEBA I and II, next to Biology. Ou,r hours are Monday through Thursday, 8:30am to 5:00pm, and Friday, 8:30am to 4:00pm. We accept cash, personal
checks (up to $200), cashier's checks, VISA, MasterCard, and Discover. Phone numbers: Store/Software 823-5603, Apple Macintosh Sales 823-5434, IBM Sales 823-5226, Creative (100% IBM Compatible)
Sales 823-5643, Sun Microsystems Sales 823-5226, and ourTrade-in{frade-up Hotline 823-3147.
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I want my MTV: film student

produces music video at Arena

>

Robin Cowie hopes to bring attention to film department
UCF film majors.
Trish Minnich, a 21-year-old senior film major
and assistant director of the video, said Cowie
A 19-year-old UCF film student produced a was "... quite an ambitious young man."$he said
music video rendition ofthe musical "Jesus Christ his production was the most elaborate of all
Superstar" Sunday at the UCF Arena.
others she had seen.
Actors and actresses had painted faces, tie"I wanted to get as close to a live production as
died clothing and tights covered the arena floor possible," Cowie said.
amidst a setting ofmetal, fence-type props, smoke
Rae Garner, a 21-year-old organizational
blowers and bright lights.
communications major, said he spent about
Robin Cowie, a junior and a first year film $1,000 of his own money on the production.
student, directed the cast while other students Expenses included film, equipment, smoke
and film majors operated the cameras and walked machines and fan rental plus catered food for
around talking on two-way radios.
the cast and crew.
The music video Cowie created was the last of
With all the bad press the UCF film departthree.projects required in his first year as a film ment has been getting, Cowie hopes his production will make others aware there is film making
major. •
Cowie and his friends and film peers organized going on at UCF and show them the film departthe production. The cast of 40 to 50 students ment is alive and well.
consisted mostly of volunteers from UCF and
Cowie said he believes projects such as his
other college theater departments. Most of the provide great opportunities for students to get
camera people and crew, 10to15 students, were involved in film-related activities.
by Tracy M. Holm

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ac;,sac Singleton plays the Devil as part of Rob Cowie's
production, "Jesus Christ Superstar." (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE)

Yellow Roses fill void,
enhance life for black
students on campus
by Francis J. Allman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.,_

Gong show and pie in the face
connoisseurs have had something to cheer about recently,
now that the Yellow Roses have
become a force on campus.
Who are the Yellow Roses
you say? We11, they are basically "a service organization
geared to the black student,"
according to Anne Hodges, a
member and leader in the group.
Wacky contests, however, are
simply the means to an end for
the group, whose goals are
summed up in their mo to:
"Manly deeds, scholarship and
love for all mankind."
Hodges said that functions
such as the Gong show and pie
in the face contests serve two
vital functions for the Yellow
Ro5es: "They provide opportunities for interaction between
students, and they raise funds
for the group's many community projects."
One ofthese projects involved
the Front Line Outreach Center
forjuveniledelinquents. Hodges
said on Halloween they had a
cook-out and scavenger hunt on
the commons for several of the
boys, who ranged in age from 14
to 17. The Yellow Roses provided the boys with T-shirts and
a good time, but more importantly, accordingto Hodges, "We
wantedtosetagoodexamplefor
them."
The group is also concerned
with the student life ofblacks on
campus. Hodges said the idea
for the Yellow Roses came about
after several friends noticed a

JOBS
FROM PAGE 1
ing to the needs of the students,
he's speaking to the detriment
of Jason DiBona. I didn't do all
the things I did to get elected so
I could come in here and get
caught up in a personal matter
between two people." Shadgett
urged the senators to put all
personal feelings aside and pass
the bill.
J

lack of activities geared for the
black student at UCF. She cited
Homecoming as an example. "I
went to many of the Homecoming activities this year, but I found
nothing for the black students."
Hodges was quick to point
out that the group did not feel
this was an intentional slight
against black students. "What
is needed is a black perspective
in the planning of Homecoming
activities. We would like to have
some concerts and other things
that the black students would
have an interest in attending."
The group plans to have a
member sit in on next years
planning committee, "to ensure
that the needs and interests of
the black student are not neglected," according to Hodges.
Hodges 'said she has been
encouraged by the number of
white students who have turned
out for some of the group's functions, such as a recent card tournament held in the SCA "Our
activities are open to everybody."
Among the things planned
for next semester, Yellow Roses
will be providing book scholarships for three students. These
scholarships will be open to all
students and will be awarded
based on need. Hodges said there
will be an announcement forthcoming to tell students how to
apply.
Right now there are 10 active
members of the group, "which
spans the spectrum of interests
on campus," Hodges said. She
added that the Yellow Roses are
looking for "quality not quantity." Membership in the group
is open to all students.
. However, Sen. Gary Marlar
said he knew nothing about a
battle between DiBona and
Mann. Marlar said that he cast
his vote against the bill because
he simply feels that "it's too much
for too little."
"I think it's unwise to spend
the money this way," Marlar
said. He added that he would
consider a new bill in which
several changes have been
made, but that he disagreed with

the bill in standing.
Other senators questioned
the reasoning behind the executive branch of SG bringing the
bill before senate. During
Monday's meeting, DiBona had
said that the bill was before the
senate to earn support. He said
thatin the past, allocating scholarship money was the privilege
of the president.
"I don't feel creating scholarship funds should be an execu-

tive privilege anymore," DiBona
said. "I want your help, your
support, your approval."
However, the bill was created, six students were interviewed and promised jobs and
plans were made with the library before the senate was ever
addressed.
"Should senate be held responsible for a promise that senate never made?" one senator
asked.

Sen. Gina Edwards responded by saying that the executive branch simply set things
in motion. "A lot of people don't
agree with how this bill was
broughtaboutorwhathappened
before it was brought before senate," Edwards said. "[But] it's
water under the bridge."
Edwards said that the important thing is that the bill was
before senate, enabling them to
set precedent by pasSillgtbe bill.

4
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Commissioner speaks about government, garbage
concerned about the envi- ings about the education in Florida.
bigexpense. "Ifyou don't
ronment,"
she said.
long
range
incorporate
''The cuts in education are disastrous
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
She said that the people because once you spool cuts, it will take
planning into your day
lionize recycling because a decade to spool them back up," she said.
In Orange County's pursuit of an ap- to day decisions, I don't
they feel that they can per- "Most taxpayers believe that there is one
propriate site for a land fl.I itl failed to know what use it is,"
sonally do something posi- -pocketbook. We should demand that we
she
added.
consider the cost of the land over time, a
tive for their community. be vigilant in saving." Pignone said the
Pignon~ also discounty commissioner told a government
"The only way to make re- budget process this year is very discourcussed the 'need for a
class Thursday.
cycling widespread is to aging and said, "Let taxes be raised for
Orange County Commissioner Fran mass burning plant.
educate people about the university literacy. We can only be as
Pignone explained that one of the prob- "This is a consequence
importance of recycling," good as our education."
lems with the land fill is that the county of growth. It is staggerPignone said.
commu· Pignone is a graduate of FSU and
ing
because
the
didn't put in monitoring wells. ''The large
In addition, Pignone received her master's degree in social
amounts ofheavy metal and waste were nity will have to face
talked about the fluctuat- administration. She spent eight years
leeching out thus, rnixingwith the ground that capital investing prices of tolls in the with the regional Water Management
ment," she said. Pignone
water," Pignone said.
Pignone
area. She said toll roads District and has spent one year as an
Pignone visited UCF's state and local said there is no good
do not work in environ- Orange County Commissioner. During
answer.
to
this
problem
government class Thursday. She spoke
of growth and development issues con- and that, "with time and reduction of ments where commuters drive to school her campaign, her message was "to show
cerning the Central Florida community. waste, we can find something cheaper." or work from their homes. Pignone said some sensitivity and to know the best
Pignone encouraged the class to re- that the county was consideringraisingthe ways to plan for growth management
To solve the land fill problem, she said
cycle.
"Do the best you can with recy- gas tax and building roads with the money. and to not destroy the surroundings or
the county will have consider a 24-hour
cling.
The
people of Central Florida are
Pignone expressed her personal feel- the quality of education."
a day pumping system, but it would be a
by Mickie Matrisciani

1

SEARCH

standards.
Okerlund said student apathy
is to be expected on commuter
interested... and supportive."
campuses with a high amount of
"Campus demography should non-traditional students. She said
reflectthedemographyofthecom- the only answer to this problem
munity aroundit,"Okerlund said. would be to create activities that
She takes this-position to ypinority pertain to these types of students.
enrollment. She said this seems to She said that because a student
be the only "sensible way'' to set . has intersts that do not pertain to
FROM PAGE 1

DON'T

the university, it does not mean ing community and the academic
Dean Gary Whitehouse, chairthe student is apathetic. The first community."
man of the Presidential Advisory
priority of students should be an · Michael Hooker, the president Comittee, srudtheletterwas vague
education.
of the University of Malyland- and did not state Hooker's reason
Okerlund st.ated two ways in BaltimoreCounty, withdrewfrom for withdrawing.
whichshewouldincreasethevalue consideration last week.
The Board of Regents will be
of the degrees at UCF. She would
Hooker, who was thought ofas interviewing the five finalists on
ensure the quality of the educa- the top contender, wrote a letter to campusTuesdayandWednesday.
tion at UCF, and she would also Chancellor Reed announcing his The new president is expected to
''build visibili:tY in the surround- decidion to withdraw.
be announced in early December.
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Black and gold ·c ontest
gives students incentive
to cheer for Knights
!)

by Latasha Gauldlin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

CARUMBA
Students perform a Columbian folk dance Monday at the Spanish Fair. The fair was
sponsored by the Hispanic American Student Association. (Charles K. MorrowtFUTURE)
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Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

The Student Government
Senate wants students to support UCF's football team.
So they started a contest to
g-et inore students at the game
- a black and gold contest.
SG awarded 14 prizes and
one grand prize to students at
thecontestNov..16duringUCFs
last home football game of the
year.
The contest was held as an
incentive for more student fans
to come out and support the
team.
The Black ·and Gold contest
was held to increase fervor
among the UCF students to get
·them behind the football team's
final game of the season, said
Terrance Dunn, committee
chairman of service and public
relations.
Ile said he felt that the UCF
fansandfootballteamweredrift-

FLOWE!< SHOP, INC.

ALAFAYA WOODS BLVD.

OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765

407-366-2021

Gay L Rotunno

OUTLET

Belz Factory
Outlet World
Mall 2

ingapart, and they needed something like a Black and Gold
contest to get the students
boosted.
Dunn said their intent was
successful.
He also said he sees this as a
'"bottom step toward progress in
the students becoming more receptive to the athletic department."
Dunn added, "When the football team starts expanding and
playing better teams, we will
have reached the top in student
participation in support of the
team."
He said this is the goal of the
committee.
The winning tickets were
drawn during half time, and
announceddur:lngthethirdand
fourth quarters of the game.
Prizes included movie and
dinner passes. No Qne claimed
the grand prize of $100.
The unclaimed money went
back into the SG fund,

c

10% Discount with Student 1.0. - Local Orders Only
Established 1928

363-4670

10% 3iuo8nt discou nt on regular merchandise with UCF ID

FLORIDA'S 81-WEEKL Y EMPLOYMENT MAGAZINE

Luxury
You Can
Afford

t.- HUNDREDS OF JOllS FOR PROFESSIONALS
'

l,.- VJ\W1\DLE INFORMATION FOR TIIE ]OIJ SEEKER

~
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AVAILADLE AT lICF DOOKSTORE
IT'S ACADEMIC

J$BWATCH

• Brand new 1, 2 & 3
bedroom apartments

Drop [UsA
Letter !

• Waterviews
• Conveniently located
off of E/W expy; only
5 minutes from
UCF and 10 minutes
from the airport and
downtown Orlando.
• For the fitness minded:
swimming pool, spa,
tennis, racquetball,
aerobic center,
fitness room.
• Screened Patios
• W ID connections

Pine Harbour
823-7100

When:

Saturday , November 23 rd, 1991
Starting Time 11 :OOam

Where:

UCF Engineering Parking L?t

What:

To have fun , win prizes, and
contribute to a worthy cause!!

$10.00 registration fee per team. Maximum o f f ou r p e opl e p er team
and a minimum of two people per team.
All • proce e ds go to The
Second Harvest Food Bank . Reg i str a tion f orms a re a va ila cl e i n th e
Engin e ering Build i ng, room 381. Deadline !or entry is No v ember lB ,
19~1.

All vehicles must pas s i n spection. A cass e tte pl a y e r i s req u ired
(if your car is not equipped wi t h one , ple a se b r i ng one ) .
Prizes
wi ll be awarded for 1st , 2 nd, and 3rd pl ace. Br ing a ma p a nd y ou r
friends! ! !
Fo r mor e informati o n, conta c t Fran ces at 2 49- 016 7 .

We're always glad
to get a response from
our readers.
Write to us at:
The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000
University of Central Florid
Orlando, Florida, 32817
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UCF now offering

ToPIC=M£RG£ROF71i£ HO?P!TALITY PEPA1<Tt1ENT

the five to six year
plan for students

,

uring the past few months the talk about
budget cuts has gotten worse than ever. It's
just one ofthe many problems that the next
UCF president will face.
A rumor that summer school will not happen
has been circulating, creating mass panic in those
who may graduate in the next year (or those who
are in a lease or those who have a job or those who
wanted to go to summer school or ... ). Hope that
the next president can stop this is abundant.
Another rumor passed from student to student
is the hopeful news that the foreign language
requirement will be dropped until the budget can
support it. Many students are hoping that this will
be supported by the incoming president and put
into action before the summer term. Presidential
candidate Arlene Okerlund said she supports the
foreign language requirement to the extent of
educating students to become bilingual. Cpuld
this be the view of all of the candidates?
The one issue that has come about as a result of
the budget cuts is the merging of the hospitality
department into the College of Business Administration. The hospitality department has been a
part of the College of Health and Public Affairs
since 1989, but was under the College of Business
Administration before that.
Apparently the hos pitali ty degree is considered
to be more compatible with the business degree.
Six core business courses will be forced into the
hospitalityreqU:irements while some of the hospitality classes will be dropped. Some feel t4at this
will hinder the hospitality students from specializing in their field.
This fear makes sense, but when considering
what the students are going into it is logical to
focus a bit on business. Of course this all depends
on what courses the business department both
chooses to eliminate or to add. Ifthe courses are in
the greater organization of a budget or managing
personnel, then it would seem to be quite helpful.
But ifa course is in handling office disputes, then
it wouldn't be useful.
OK, all of that is fine and dandy. The point is
that since the universi tyis in such dire straits they
are forcing departments to merge (except the
College of Engineering). The hospitality departmentshouldnothave been forced to combine, even
though the College of Business Administration is
the most logical choice. Help! We need some leadership to think this out.
Students are being turned away, but maybe we
should warn them. UCF is having problems. Getting classes is a chore, as is getting REQUIRED
classes for your major. Students mock other universities, but do they consider the four year plan
to be five to six. Sounds like our capital punishment system, except that the prisoners are staying for less time.
_The university is making graduation harder for
the normal, non-honors student. Perhaps with
the new president we will see a greater focus on
making the normal classes available and providing stability for the existing programs.
Then there's the monumental task of curing
UCF's image in the wake of the Altman fiasco.
This is a plea for the school to get organized.
Decide whether the foreign language requirement. is going to be kept and make a public
announcement. Finish the UCF Arena. Don't plan
anybajdingprojects unlessyoucanguaranteeclas.geg.
UCF has a lot ofpotential so let's get it together,
.as we're all doing time at UCF.
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Some notes of a religious nature:
Oral's problems; Nat1 Bible Week, etc.
I

<

rubbish this routine is by now, and they insist on
throwing good money after bad, and they are forced into
eating peanut butter and dogfood sandwiches to pay for
WHAT'S NEXT?
their contributions - let them.
I certainly won't empathize with idiocy.
• In other religious news, it was established that
?e begi~ning of November marked a spiritually
the first week in November was National Bible
mteresting month.
After Jimmy Swaggart's hiatus in Los Angeles, Week.
To that end, several magazine ads have appeared
recent developments are especially interesting.
• To begin.with, poor Oral Roberts is catching crap with a picture of the Bible and a tagline that reads:
from the supernatural world. Five years ago Roberts "If the world came with a set of instructions, this
told us that God was going to bring him "home" unless would be it."
How quaint.
he raised $8 million.
Is this the same set of instructions that world
Now it seems that he's got the Devil to contend, and
Satan, apparently, don't come as cheap as the Heavenly leaders throughout the history of mankind have
used to justify enslaveSpirit.
ment (check United .
According to Roberts'
States history), rationalson, he is forced to appeal Why does Roberts keep getting into
ized torture and extracted
for a half a billion dollars
confessions (remember
to hold off a "satanic con- Dutch with these heavenly forces?
the Inquisition) or inspiracy." Five hundred · Doesn't he have a friend anywhere?
stilled fear of everything
million shows that Safrom death to the dark in
tan is one shrewd businessman.
children?
Why does Roberts keep getting into Dutch with
Wait a sec. Perhaps this is why the world is in the
these heavenly forces? Doesn't he have a friend any- shape it is in now. We've been following the direcwhere?
tions.
And what a set ofinstructio~s it is. I mean, can't
A helpful suggestion to Oral: If you want people to
reallygofor.thisscheme,yououghttohireamuscleman we make it a bit simpler than what we've got?
to rough you upbeforeyournextpublicappearance. You
Well, yes, we could.
know, have an arm or your nose broken, blacken the
Actually, there is one sentence in the Bible that, if
eyes, loose a few fingers.
every person, political body or nation heeded would
Then you could go on television claiming that the add much to world altruism. That sentence is, quite
enforcerdemonsGuidoandVinniepaidavisitonbehalf 'simply, the Golden Rule.
of their hellish employer to check on the latest "insurRemember that one?
ance" payments.
"Do unto others as you would have them do unto
you.;'
·
Hey, I'll buy that one.
And, for all you who feel some sort of remorse or
There you go. Simple, direct, succinct, to the point,
pity for those of the fold who allow themselves to be uncluttered. And effective.
And those words, essentially, define all the altruism
duped by shysters such as Roberts, Swaggert, et al:
Screw 'em.
- that this world ever needed. It is sort of like saying:
There has been a lot of energy wasted on the part of Hey, I tell you what, I won't (kill/screw/lie to) you today
rational citizens because it becomes obvious that many if you promise not to (kill/screw/lie to) me.
of the contributions going to these televangelists come
Like I said, pretty simple, huh?
from people who can barely afford to give a whole lot.
Wedon'tneedanythingotherthan that eleven word
However, since the obvious has been presented and sentence tha~ employs only eight different words-no,
good sense refuses to kick in, why worry?
10 commandments, no New Testament, no confusion .
One size fits all.
I mean if these fools haven't learned what a load of

Bill Cushing
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• Fl"GHT FOR PROGRESS
Editor:
I would like to respond to Mr.
Ed Bowes' commentary in The
Central Florida Future on Nov.
12.
As an alumnus of UCF, I
rarely obtain a copy of The Future, however; I visited UCF
recently and had the opportunity to pick up a copy of The
Future in which I found an interesting commentary by
Mr.Bowes.
I believe this is the second
time I have read a commentary
by Mr. Bowes concerning homosexuality that in itselfsays quite
a bit. I am not sure as to the
main point of Mr. Bowes commentary, however; I assume it
is to voice his disdain and disagreement with homosexuality.
Mr. Bowes treats the seriousness of discrimination
whether it is toward homosexuals or women with a rather cavalier attitude. All discrimination
is a serious affront to everyones'
civil liberties that all men and
women deserve to have protected without regard to their
race, sex, ethnic origin, creed or
sexual orientation.
Discrimination toward homosexuals, women or other minorities occurs every day and my
main point is that discrimination should not be allowed to
exist in the work place at -all,
regardless of a person's sexual
orientation. Mr. Bowes states
- that in essence a gay man or
woman should not be forthcoming about their sexual orientation regardless of the situation.
A person's homosexuality is a
very important part of their being and if a gay man or woman
should decide to reveal their
homosexuality to his/her coworkers, they should not be penalized for doing so.
The fight for gay rights will
continue to progress and will
hopefully lead to anti-

~~

disrcimination laws concerning
gays. I hope Mr. Bowes will try

to broaden his views concerning
gays and will be more accommodating toward gay men and
women thathe will undoubtably
meet during his life.
Bryan S. Kellenberger
alumnus, 1989
• EXPLANATION PLEASE
Editor:
Several recent letters to the
editor have been disturbing to
me for the amount of misinformation published. Being a
middle-age product of the '60s, I
encourage free speech outlets.
But there are times when a short
note of explanation or a companion article from the paper's
staff would be helpful in disturbing the facts.
An article near the start of
the term attacked the new pay
lot near the Engineering Building. While I also find the parking lot situation at UCF terrible, the article was devoid of
any basic facts. A short at the
bottom of the letter referencing
the recent Future article on the·
new lot would have been helpful. As a part time graduate
student at Daytona Beach, I am
required to come to the main
campus several evenings for
testing, etc. As a member of the .
intended user group, I fin_d this
option better then purchasing a
parking decal for both campuses
orpayingparkingtickets 6 times
a year.
During the budget cutting
period leading into the summer
term, an education major attached a number ofcourse selections offered in engineering
when education had been cut
significantly. This faulty use of
facts again spread misinformation with the help of The Future. Ifthe education major had
read more than the first and last
section numbers, he would have
noted that almost all of the
graduate courses have 5 sections. For each of these courses
there is only one live class on the

main campus that is video taped
and sent to 4 extension campuses. This is a very economical
way to reach additional students
with no increase in faculty. Let's
try to get our facts straight
before pointing. Again a brief
note or a short companion ar- ·
ticle would have been helpful in
the search for truth and knowledge.
As the state's budget problems continue, the average student needs to remember that
the tax payers cover 75 percent
of students tuition at UCF. As a
middle-aged tax payer, the father oftwo high school students,
the husband of a public school
administrator and a ·graduate
student, I. have a broader point
of view. When the tax payer is
covering most of the tuition cost
he/she has an interest in the
types of degrees earned. At the
start of this school year most
public school districts were
forced to reduce teachers by not
returning any teachers without
tenure. When my wife is reviewing the budget one more time
before going to bed at night,
looking for a miracle that will
help her absorb the latest funding cuts without surplusing
more teachers, the graduation
of more unemployed teachers is
not near the top of this tax
payer's funding priority list.
Richard M. Baker
industrial engineering
• NO REFUNDS GIVEN
I am writing regarding the
Jay Leno concert on Nov. 1. As I
am sure you are aware, the concert was both a roaring success
and total fiasco. For those who
could hear this concert the
laughter was spontaneous, however the ones who could not were
deprived of this possibly enjoyable experience. I am aware that
CAB, who I assume was in
charge of this event, hired an
outside company to provide the
sound system. I am not blaming

the poor sound on them. I am
blaming CAB for not testing a
product they purchased. If I
bought a new car and intended
to take a date out that night, I
would test drive the car to see
how it would perlorm. CAB used
our money to purchase a service, the sound system, and did
not bother to see if the upper
level could hear. This is totally
unbelievable.
My request is that I be given
a full refund for my concert
ticket. Itis a totalembarassment
that our university cannot put
on a small event without this
type of disaster. From the moment Leno began to speak, the
complete upper deck could not
hear what he was saying. After
15 minutes of maneuvering by
the sound people, there was no
improvement. Therefore my
whole section spontaneously got
up and moved to the
"endzone" to see if they could
do a quick fix themselves. We
paid $7 to hear the concert in
our seats, not to stand and look
overpeople'sshoulders. Thisdid
not seem to do the job either so
I moved back to the bleachers to
see if things had improved.
About this time there was a
grand announcement that the
sound had been fixed. This is
totally untrue. Now the crowd
couldsortofbearthemainpieces
of the jokes but whenever Mr.
Leno told the punchline, usually in a fast paced different
tone, we missed it. By this time,
about 25 minutes into the show,
I decided to ask for a refund. I
couldn't hear, I was mad, and I
was embarassed (alumni do
come to these things).
At first I thought I would be
the only one. When I got near
the ticket window, I realized I
was mistaken. There were between 50 to 100 people waiting
for refunds. THIS MANY
PEOPLECAN'TBEWRONG. I
thought that I would simply be
givenmyrefundandthenlcould
leave: This is America after all;

usually when you buy a bad
product you are reimbursed. It
doesn't seem like too much to
~sk. After 10 minutes of waiting, we were asked to leave or sit
down by the cops. They were not
giving refunds.
I assume from what happened that Mr. Vietor Collazo
made the decision not to give
refunds. That wasn't the thing
that got me mad. What got me
mad was that he didn't even
bother _taking a list of people
who asked for a refund. Believing that this was a mistake, I
walked up to Mr. Collazo and
said to him, "At least you could
take a list of who is asking for a
refund." To this his reply was
nothing. I think some people
were able to convince him to
sign something as proof but by
this time the cops had gotten
mad, and I honestly believed
that if I stayed any longer I
might getin trouble. To be truthful I went back and attempted
to enjoy what little of the concert I could. This amounted to
about15 minutes ofgoing''huh"
and "what did he say'' with my
. roommate. I think I might have
even laughed at a punchline I
could hear.
,
My roommate has already
complained about this to Jimmie
Ferrell. His response, get this,
is that he would have given refunds ifhe was there. But since
they didn't take names they
couldn't give refunds now.
I also understand the excuse
was used that, ''Well, this is the
first time that we have offered
an event of this size." I have
been attending UCF for five
years now. I have always defended and supported this university. Often I have heard similar excuses.
Until our organizers are held
responsible for their· mistakes,
UCF will continue to put on
"half success" events.
Steven L. Hassenzahl
mechanical engineering
·~l'!·

STUDENTS SPEAK OUT WILL RETURN NEXT WEEK · 5.•
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This week's question:

Has phone registration been helpful
to you, and how would you alter it?
Call The Central Florida Future's hotline with your view at 823-3956
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GREEK CORNER
ALPHA DELTA Pl
Congratulations to all the newly initiated
sisters! This weeks Wise Pi is Gina!!
Senior Appreciation Week-We • our
Seniors! Be at the house at ?pm Fri.Buses leave at 7:30 for Winter Formal.
You won't want to miss it.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Thurs. Rally Night@ House 8pm. Fri.
Christmas
Formal
8pm1am@Townsend's Plantation, see Brian
Collier for details. Who had the Best
Party of the Fall? ATQ & tx!!! Hey
ATQ's, We accomplished the impossible; An Alcohol Violation Free Semester, thanxATF & IFC. P.S. Island Party
92 is soon.
DELTA DELTA DELTA
Hey ATQs, tailgate was a great way to
close out the football season. Thanks for
a great time! Also, M.1 pledges thank
the men of FIJI for helping with the car
wash Saturday. It was greatly appreciated! Only two days 'til Founder's Day.
Are you ready boys?
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Thanks to all who helped us Give Kids
The World thru our silent auction. Joint
Initiation is this weekend in Jax Party
Friday, Banquet Sat. Are you ready
pledges? Proud to be ...
DELTA TAU DELTA
ELECTIONS SUNDAY, consider your
choices and vote accordingly ...
Finals are approaching, start
studying now to avoid last minute
cramming at Dennys @ 3am.
Pledges get those signatures, aim
high for those GPAs, ye will be
brothers soon.
YO!! .1T.1
KAPPA DELTA
Thanks littles for an awesome Big Sis
Week! Congrats Stacy Y. for making
Miss UCF. Great job ladies in football &
Volleyball! Only 16 more days till X-mas
dance. Council We• U!
KAPPA SIGMA
Pledges...
Journey Week is almost over
hang in there - Everyone study.
(JFA's it takes~) News Flash:
Jay has a girlfriend?!
INITIATION SAT. BROTHERS
AEK.1B!

.'
I

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
AM's tomorrow is the big night! Good
luck! All the brothers are looking forward
to calling you guys brothers. Celebration
party atthe house Sat. PM. See ya there.
AXA-1
PHI DELTA THETA
Social tonight at the Pi Phi House. Be
there at 5:30. Soccer starts this week.
Hey Emil thanks for stopping by ...at 2:00
in the morning!!
**Phi Delts are the Best**
Pl BETA PHI
We love our big sisters! Congrats to the
new sisters of Mn. Gatlinburg was cool.
Those who didn't go saved their wallets
& went snorkeling instead. Blame it on
our roots.
PHI GAMMA DELTA
I Great Football season FIJls Let's get
ready to shoot some hoops! Pledges,
co~gratulations on surviving! Study your
stuff'. Thanks to whoevertookourletters,
we were going to replace them anyway.
Get ready for a super Purple Garter!
Let's be safe now FIJls. Remember,
Absolutely FIJI.
Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Congratulations to all the PIKES who
played or cheered for the UCF Knights
this year, Penn, Doug, Tubby, Bill, Darin,
Crutch, Harry, Brian, Mike, Dan, Derek,
and John. Another domination boy nKA.
Also, congratulations to all our newly
initiated Stallions, carry on the PIKE
Tradition of being #1 ! Woodser is this
Saturday, get your tix from any of the
new brothers. Ask anyone who has gone
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Lake/Preserve! All appliances, including washer/dryer, microwave, and dishwasher. $450 per month. Call John at
886-9579

to Woodser before, it is the ULTIMATE
PARTY! Tix are $15 early or $20 at the
gate. Also get your limited edition shirts
from Scott P. or Tomasso! C-Ya in the
Woods!

3Bdrm 2Ba 1-4/Lee Rd. Great Area Large
$600, Avail. 12/7 897-3300

SIGMA CHI
Hey Sigs an all ladies; Get ready for the
best two parties of the semester! Fri. Nite
@ 9:00 is our 1st Annual PARDIGRAS
and Sat. Nite is our 2nd Annual SWASHBUCKLER! Both parties will be located
approx. 1 mile west of Frat House on
Colonial @ the old Union Park Hardware. BE THERE!! SIGMA CHI-making
good men better!! You'll find it here!

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 2/2 Available for Immediate
Occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

Cleaners wanted for swimsuit-lingerie
house-cleaning service. Excellent parttime money. 1(800) 747-1552

1,000 2 ft. 2Bdr. 1 Bath Duplex, Walk to
campus, private parking: 12185
Diogenes Ct. Central Heat-Afr, well
tended large Yard, frost free Fridge, Disposal-Dishwasher, New Carpet, New
Drapes. Call after ?pm: 327-0884

WHY BE AN UNHAPPY WHOPPER
FLOPPER? Part-time help wanted/flexible hrs. Air Conditioned Office. Earn $4
to $7 Hourly plus commission. Call for
more information-Limited Openings.
671-4111

FOR SALE

Summer Management Opportunities
Available! Students earn 7-14 thousand
dollars this summer, as well as gain
valuable business experience. This summer, be your own boss! Please contact
The Works Corporation 1-800-443-3059

I

VCR Mitsubishi Stereo, Remote $150
Desk, Very Nice $80
Dining Set, Wiker, Glass, Chairs, $150
Shelves (2) Coffee Table $100
Bed New Queen Size $100
Call Fred 380-0173
Washer/Dryer for Sale. Great condition.
Asking $125 for each. Call 366-6633.

AIR FORCE ROTC
The AFROTC Cadet Corps would like to
extend our thanks to the cadets and
cadre who made the Dining-Out a tremendous success. A special thank you
goes out to Cadet Soto, who spent many
hours planning this event. Your efforts
and hard work were obvious. Congratulations to C/Lt Col. Martin Hamlin, who
will be our Group Commander during the
Spring Semester. Good Luck with picking your staff. We.are all looking forward
to servicing with you under your leadership.

Boa Constrictor, Columbian 2 1/2 feet
cage, stand, and heater $180 366-4682
IMAGEWRITER II-Excellent condition,
color ribbon and cover included. I bought
it for $380-l'm selling it for $170-desperate to sell-380-2026 X1511-lf I'm not
home-keep calling!! _

ROOMMATES

M/F Roommate move in Jan 1 nonsmoking $215/month + 1/3util. Get own bath
overlooks Lake.Call 657-9837.
M/F, N/S, responsible, exceptionally
clean to share 3/2 home near Tuskawilla.
$300/mo. includes all but phone,. Xtras.
695-0241 Alan
Female Roommate Needed ASAP
Choice of 2 Bedrooms w/ Private Bath.
Vaulted Ceilings and big Kitchen. Call
249-2077.
Share 2br/2ba apt w/ nonsmoking male
student located on Goldenrod. Rent is
$217.50/mo & 1/2 Elec/phone. Please
respond ASAP 678-1521. Lea\te msg.

FOR RENT

Need several Business and Marketing
students or Enterprising individuals F/
PT Flex to help market Business Advertising specialties. 249-0882.

AUTOS
82 Scirroco, Good Condition, Runs
Strong. Asking $1400 Phone: 380-0173
'69 PONTIAC FIREBIRD Classic Auto
excellent mechanical cond. $2500 moving, must sacrifice Ph. 382-3789

GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from
$100. Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes.
Chevys. Surplus. Buyer$ Guide. (1) 805
962-8000 Ext.S:4628

86 Toyota Corolla White 5spd. AM/FM
70,000 miles 4 Door New Tires $3200 or_
best offer 855-1854 Leave Msg
'83 Camara 96K Rusted Needs Paint
$1200-0BO '80 Dodge Colt Wgn 76K
$900 080 365-6358 Ask For Jennifer

WORD PROCESSING: Term Papers,
resumes, thesis, etc. Professional, timely,
and accurate service: Call •Tue Clerical
Support Source" today at 407-323-8396
and ask for Lisa.
THE WRITE STUFF Professional Computer/Laser Typing: Papers, Graphs,
Resumes, Manuscripts, 24 hrs. Reasonable. 297-3545.
THE WRITE TOUCH
Expert work processing service:
WP 5.0/HP llP printer; manuscripts, resumes, term papers; I supply the paper
& correct all errors; very reasonable rates.
Please call Terri today at 382-7739. Th
ank you.

LOST&FOUND
Mn Sorority Pin lost. If found, please
contact at 277-2106 REWARD!
LOST! MEN'S CITIZEN WATCH
Watch has gold-colored case, off-white
face, and leather band. If found, please
call Bradat823-4366. A REWARD WILL
BE GIVEN!

I

WANTED

SAT ACT GRE GMAT CLAST PREP.
Educators, Not Just Tutors. General
Math: Through Trig. Open Enrollment
Flexible Classes 249-4070

2 Hostesses for Ski Club Trip Dec. 15,
1991-Jan. 1, 1991. Vail, Aspen, Includes BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, MODULAMeals, Transportation Lodging-Snow . 2, CGS3000 CONSUL TING. 249-1724
Skiing-Big Time Fun Salary Negotiable,
P.O. Box 677-395, Orlando, Florida LSAT GRE GMAT Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores Taught
32867
, by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney,
897-3300 or (904)426-0400

SERVICES
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
Lower rates. Quality instruction. Can
teach all ratings. Contact Kyle at 8764640 or Shelly at 380-7150
AMERICAN DENTAL PLAN
Several no-charge procedures, as low
as $55.20 a year. Call Bob at 644-5500
or leave message where to send brochure.

SPANISH TUTORiNG CALL MARIA
282-9872 BETWEEN 1 TO 3; AFTER
9PM ALSO WEEKENDS

OTHER
RAISE $500•• $1000..$1500
FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING
for your fraternity, sorority team or
other campus organization. Absolutely
no investment required!
Call 1-800-950-8472 ext.SO

TYPISTS

Attention: Soap Fans:
Trip to Sets of: General Hospital, Days of
Our Lives, and Santa Barbara. For more
info Call 380-6000ext1361 Ask for Tami.

STRAIGHT "A" TYPING*382-9665
WORDPROCESSING &
PRESENTATION SPECIALISTS
IBM <!fld Macintosh computers.
Laser printing, copying, and binding.

LONELY•'s

TYPING SERVICES - Call Nancy at
679-4006.

Singles Date Line local or'across US 1900-776-LOVE Ext 524 $2/min. 24 hrs.

PRO WORD PROCESSING
We Can Do Anything You Want
No Job is Too Large or Too Small
PER PAGE/From as Low as $1.00
24 Hrs. 7 Days/wk
HOT LINE: 407-423-8078
All Work Guaranteed * Fast * Accurate
WP.EDITING: APA, MLA,etc. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate

1983 Buick CenturY A/C-Stereo $1500
Must Sell Neg. 277-4078

Professional PC SERVICES 380-7429

Clean 2 story townhouse for rent! 2 bed- · 80 Toyota Celica 5speed AC Runs Great
room/2 bath. Walk to school. Backs up to $1200 767-0485 Longwood

TYPING-Rush Projects Accepted. WP51
Accurate I Affordable Cindy/ 365-4863

212 apt 1 mi form UCF. Dishwasher,
wash/dry, AC, fans. $450. 365-7532.

Typing Term Papers Resumes Theses
Professional; Reasonable Rates Call
Barb 339-0653 after 5:30pm

TUTORS

90 Honda Civic Hatch 4-spd. Runs like
new 273-2476

Amiga-52 Mb, HD, 3 Mb RAM, monitor, &
tons of software. $1300 or best offer.
A.A MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY - Call 382-3789
12-1pm STUDENT CENTER BLDG
ROOM 211
BOA-4 1/2 ft, female, very healthy, cage,
& heat rack $225. 382-3789
UCF Paintball Club Meets every Thursday form 4-6pm in Ceba II Room 209 College Student Desperately needs to
Everyone i.s welcome to take part in this sell '84 Chevette. Ruris good $800 OBO
exciting new club Male and Female alike. Call 677-7383.
Come by & join the fun for more information. Call Dawn at 677-8259 or Al at365- Washer/Dryer$200 MustSell 275-0927
8406.
.
Sanyo IBM Compatible Personal Computer. Dual Floppys. Expandable 512K
Memory. AVT Color monitor and dot
matrix LO printer. Complete package.
$350 Call Fritz at 677-4479 for details.

F NS doglover needed to share 2/1 near
UCF. $225 rent$150 dep. Avail Dec. 1.
Call Ellen 249-0668.

Attention Advertising & Marketing Majors! The Central Florida Future is looking for motivated individuals to sell ad_
space for the newspaper. Gain Experience & Make Money! For more information call 823-2601 !

LG Studio 15min to UCF. Take over
lease til March w/ ability to renew move
in Dec. 657-8078.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Yo! Retreat Sat.@ 10am. Congrats to
our new officers Xi IOTA 20th Anniversary Founder's Day Formal @ Disney's ·
Dolfin Dec. 7 Guy's get your dates-TKE

CLUB INFO

RPS NEEDS P/T PACKAGE HANDLERS FROM3-7AM$7 PER HR CALL
297-3715

VGood Corid 2/2th, Cabridge Circle Off
Alafaya, W/D, Range, Mierow, Ref, AC/
Hea, Cable, etc. Call Troy 381-2701

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
A Team over B Team by how much?
Congrats new officers. Find out who
they are Sat.(yeah right). Enyya-it isn't
over yet. Sig Ep-Two weeks. Too legit
too quit!

ZETA TAU ALPHA
Pig Roast was a blast! Dean Rd. Clean
up on Sat. at 1O! Mom-Daughter tea is on
Sun. from 2-4. Congrats newnKA brothers! Good luck AXA AM's this weekendZLAM!
.

HELP WANTED

8

PERSONALS
Brett, Come on down... For the CBS
College Tour. Meet me on the Green
Today! Ramon is chasing me. There will
be a big crowd. We can hide in the
masses. I'll repay the favor. • B
America Needs Industrial Engineers to
improve quality of products & services,
expand manufacturing capabilities and
increase productivity of our workforce.
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING offers BS, MS, & PhD degrees in IE. CallNisit Mr. Fernandez or
Dr. Mary Danzat823-2204 for more info.
Mr. Fernandez and Dr. Mary Danz will
tell you everything you always wanted to
know about majoring in Industrial Engineering - but were afraid to ask! Call
them for info at 823-2204

g
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But this offer only lasts for
November 20, 21, 22. And
when it's gone, it's gone.
How to take advantage of the fabulous
Trade-in/Trade-up Event:
1. Call 823-3147 for an appointment for faster Service.
Or just wajt~~~~iEmm~~lt&ii~&~h1~i1P~!.iihl£!fUP §j¥tfi!ll is in
lns~ructio~~~r~

_

2. Bnng your eomputer,~=~=m0111t~r, :ke~d10.a18;I;and any manuals or
key locks yo~~lliay hll~~:~~~~~~mCJ:{lginil::::~Q~lfi::1~~!~ possible, is

preferred. ~~;~;::::::::::::;;~ :::::;;:::;;:::;:~;:::::;;:'.:=~: ::::;;::;::::;~ ~*~~;:=~=r ::::::::~~:: ....., ·
3. After the computer is tested, you receive a credit slip good
for 14 days towards any purchase at the UCF Computer ·
Store. ,

The UCF Computer Store is located across from CEBA I and II, next to Biology. Our hours are Monday through Thursday, 8:30am to 5:00pm, and Friday, 8:30an1 to 4:00pm. We accept cash, personal
checks (up to $200), cashier's checks, VISA, MasterCard, and Discover. Phone numbers: Store/Software 823-5603, Apple Macintosh Sales 823-5434, IBM Sales 823-5226, Creative (100% IBM Compatible)
Sales 823-5643, Sun Microsystems Sales 823-5226, and ourTrade-in!frade-up Hotline 823-3147.

s:
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UCF athletics rocked by cruel, unSuccessful

Flag Football All·Tournament Team

assassination attempt on sports editor's life
Jamie Johnson

dividend checks from Mary Kay Cosmetics.
The media were met by a cookie-eating Pat
Williams who informed the thronging crowd that
FREE THROWS
the conference would begin in 10 minutes but it
did not. In fact, the party didn't start until 5:30
any of you readers have scoffed at my p.m., which meant that I was forced to endure the
claims in the past that this sports sec- gossip'and small talk of the "elite" sports reporttion is dedicated to a defined mission of ers of the Orlando scene.
Finally, as the conversation became more and
the utmost importance. ·
When I have attempted to explain this exten- more boring, Pat Williams, agent Fred Slaughter
sive effort to seek out the great sports truths of and Brian Williams appeared.
life through complicated scientific procedures
After interviewing Williams and Williams,
involving lengthy trips across the country and Slaughter and Magic Coach Matty Guokas I
avoiding homework at all possible costs, many of walked back to my car. It was then that I realized
you have giggled and used this newspaper to fill I had become a victim of a terrorist plot.
What once had been my right front car door
your cat's litter boxes and hamster cages.
Well, well, well. Put THIS in your litter box, window layin thousandsofpiecesscatteredacross
buddy!
.
the inside of the passenger's side of the vehicle.
Due to the great strides this section has made The remaining glass in the window resembled a
in demystifying the world of sports at UCF, geometric spiderweb caused clearly by a crow bar
apparently some group ofnarco-terrorist, pinko- impacting the surface at a high velocity.
liberal,neo-nazi,anti-inflamma- ~~~~~~~~~~
The perpetrators took
M . B
.my back pack and ran.
tory, sniffling, sneezing, cough- S
ing, aching, stuffy-head fever
ee ag1c eat
Though many of you will at- . pa·ge 11 tributethistoAmerica'sgrows o-you-can -rest medicine
banditos have attempted to asing crime problem, I maintain
sassinate your beloved sports
that this was done to interfere
editor. I mean me, guys!
with the mission of this sports section.
Youofcours~beingatypicalcollegestudentin
We will not back down, however. This sports
the '90s with little or no trust left in your fellow page cannot be stopped.
You can rest in the knowledge that the high
man, have immediately written this report off as
a lie I just made up to amuse you. But you're level of sports journalism you have probably
wrong and it pains me to see how wrong you are. begun to take for granted by now will continue.
We have posted a sign-up list for the First Ever
While many ofyou were taking afternoon naps
in your on or off-campus housing, or even more Volunteer Sports Fan Militia. If you too underlikely in your last class for the day, I was dashing stand the immense weight of our mission to bring
across town to cover an Orlando Magic press sports news out into the public eye, it is time to
conference to announce the signing of Arizona bear arms for our cause.
forward Brian Williams.
After signing up, you will be issued an official
Allthebiggieswerethere,filingintothemedia First Ever Volunteer Sports Fan Militia T-shirt
workroombelowtheOrlandoArena. Pat Clarke, ,and a big cardboard badge with a very pretty
ofWF.rV Channel 9, sashayed in with as much eagle on it.
War has been declared.
make-up as one man can wear without receiving
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YOUR PASSPORT TO SAVINGS

USE IT AROUND TOWN, AROUND THE WORLD.
SAVE DOLLARS ON EVERYDAY PRODUCTS & SERVICES

OUR INTEREST RATES ON MCMSA CARDS ARE
CURRENTLY 9.5%
FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL 249-3771.
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MARYLAND FRIED cmCKEN
OF UNION PARK
1

Buy 16 piece Buffalo Wings
Get 1 O piece Bufflo Wings

J)

FREE
Must present coupon. Limit one
per person
expires 12/31 /91
9710 E HWY 50 •BETWEEN ECON & DEAN RD. ,.

~~~~o_: ~~~1!:: ~~~~ ~~ ~~c~~~J

DOOR .TO DOOR
TRANSPORTATION

PRESIDENTIAL FORUM.

<

Monday, N overnber 25th
MAIN CAFETERIA COURTYARD

- ·10:30 - ll:OO am ·
Explanations on many controversial
and ·not-so-controversial issues will
·be provided by Stu gent Body Presi- .
dent Jason DiBona and Vice Pres-ident Mark Dogoli.
STUDENT GoVERNMENT
·ne cf'e1~1~ ol t~e S'tatk,1tt$'

PRESIDENT • JASO# A_
. D18011A • Vic~ l'RESIDEllT • MARK G. Doo01.1

Steel Multi-Track
Isn't it about tirqe you stop waiting for
a parking space to open up? Hop on
your bicycle and pedal right up to the
building door. Whether your old bike
needs repair or a New bike is in order,
Call Bike Works.

SALES - SERVICE - RENTAL

.~~'!f'!!!~S:Jij
275-3976

438-8484
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Brian Williams signing saga ends;
Magic put Roberts on injured list
by Jamie Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

-:;

Brian Williams appeared worth the wait during a
two hour practice Tuesday. (Michael DeHoogJFUTURE)

The Orlando Magic called a _news
conference Monday afternoon to announce the signing of their top draft
choice Brian Williams to a multiyear contract reported to be for four years and $4.2
million.
Williams' signing ended a lengthy hold-out that
extended eight games into the season and stunted
Williams physical conditioning and adjustment into
the NBA game.
·
Williams walked into the media workroom of the
Orlando Arena beside his agent Fred Slaughter and
Magic general manager Pat Williams. Pat Williams,
who struggled viciously with Slaughter over the past
months in attempting to sign Brian Williams, poked
fun of the situation repeatedly.
"I'm very happy to welcome to Orlando, my good
friend Fred Slaughter," Williams said. "To make
room on the active roster (for Brian Williams), Stanley
Roberts will be placed on the injured reserve list after
sustaining a sprained ankle during practice today."
Magic head coach Matt Guokas responded toquestions ofhow long it will take for Williams to make an
impact on the club with a wait-and-see attitude.
"Obviously this is something we knew would take
time," Guokas said. "Now that this is done, we've got
a lot of catch-up work to do. It takes time and no one

knows how long it's going to take. I
think we're all relieved and happy
that this is finally done.
"It's an awful lot to expect anybody to jump into midstream and get
immediate results."
Brian Williams maintained an extensive fitness program over the holdout that included cycling over a hundred miles a week but was
eager to get into camp and begin his NBA career.
''The time was right," Williams said. "It's a little
late. I'm ecstatic how we came to terms. I'd say a big
factor now is getting my lungs up to NBA standards."
Williams understands that he will have to overcome an image to Orlandoans of being a greedy and
egotistical player due to the length of his hold out.
"I think all the other players understand how
negotiations with management can get," Williams
said. "I even received some letters from fans, with no
return address of course, saying to 'get my butt out
here!' That's kind ofa problem because fans are kind
of emotional. There are a lot of people who are less
fortunate then NBA players so it's definitely something I've had to deal with in the last month."
The 6-11 forward practiced with the team Tuesday
morning and tired after an hour of non-stop running
and playing but he showed many of the qualities
attributed to him at draft time. He dunked with flair
and ease, ran the floor quickly and impressed onlookers with his style and power around the basket.
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"We basically did everything
as a team this year," said Dozen
Guard Jeanine Weiher. "We
wanted this game for three
years."
The B League title game
found two undefeated champions going for all the marbles,
Pegasus champion A W.A...ru_ _ _,,
Gemini champion K-VASA KVASA made it to their firstchampionship final in three
years.
For K-VASA, the rout over
AW.A. seemed to be on in the
first half when quarterback
Coco Nguyen hit Sean Hellien,
Rob Park and Tran Huynh for
3 touchdown passes, giving
them a 19-0 halftime lead. But
AW.A. wasn't out of the fight,
as wide receiver Ed Cullinelli
caught one of Frank Villardi's
three touchdown passes to take
a 21-19 lead, but Nguyen's interception, along with his touchdown pass 1;o Rob Bolan, became
the backbreaker as K-VASA
walked away as Leagua champions with a final score of25-21.
Finally, it came down to both
Sigma Chi I and Air Assault to
see who could "walk the aisle"
towardNew Orleans this winter.
Both teams seemed to stop each
other's offense with even better
defense, with Air Assatilt being
tu.med away on several scoring
opportunities.
The first half ended with no
score but in the second half, Assault quarterback Adam
Yapkowitz finally found Paul
Breeman in the endzone to set up
the game's only touchdown. But
with 1:30 left in regulaf'.ion, linebacker Peny Balasis made the
game-winninginterception asAir
Assault soared to the A League
pinnacle, 6-0.
''I think we're the best team in
the league," said Yapkowitz. 'We
started strong during the regular
season, but most of the teams in
the townament seemed to just
stepupalevelandgaveusarunfor
our money."·
Air Assault and The Dirty
Dozenearnedbidsto theNational
Flag Football Championships on
Dec. 26 in New Orleans.
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·Earley lifts women's golf team to third-place finish
by Dave Meadows
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The horrendous weather of South Florida could not
dampen the play of the UCF women's golf team in the
Pat Bradley Invitational at the Don Shula Hotel and
Golf Olub this past weekend.
The Lady Knights drove and putted their way to a
third-place finish in the 10 team field behind perennial
powers University ofMiami and Florida International.
UCF began Sunday's third round of play in fourth
place behirid UM, FIU and South Alabama, but the
Lady Knights, led by senior Liz Earley, charged past
the Lady Jaguars in the final round.
"This was the last tournament ofthe season," Earley
said. "It was nice to finish the season on a good note like
this; I think it sets the tone for next semester."
Earley staged a comeback ofher own over the final 18
holes to claim first place in the individual competition.
The Liberal Studies major from St. Catherines,

Ontario,, trailed FIU's Moira Dunn after two rounds of
play, but shot a 73 on Sunday to Dunn's 77. Dunn
finished third behind Earley and UM's Kim Augusta.
· "I knew how far back I was going into the final round
on Sunday," Earley said. "I knew what I had to do, and
I went out and did it, unlike last year.
"Last year I was leading going into the final round,
but then I kinda choked in the last round and allowed her
[Dunn] to win it; but this year I was able to beat her."
The soggy Mianii weather made an already difficult
course even tougher, but Earley responded to the
challenge like a true champion.
"The weather was just terrible," she said. "It was a
good, challenging course, and I'm really happy that I
played well."
After playing the final 18, Earley had wpatiently
wait for the rest of the field to finish the course before
she knew the final results of the tournament.
"It was kind of nerve racking having to wait for
everyone else to finish," she said, ''before I could find out

whether or not I had won."
Earley called last weekend's tournament the biggest
win of her collegiate career.
Last year, she became UCF's first female golfer to
qualify for the NCAA finals, an accomplishment that
she hopes to repeat. A 1990-91 preseason honorable
mention All-American by "Golfweek" magazine, she -\
was selected as "Ram Golfs" Collegiate Player of the
Month in March of this year and is ranked 34th in the
country.
_
"She has been our best player here for the past three < •
years," said UCF golf coach Dr. Mike Shumaker. "In
fact, she's the best player we've ever had as far as
women golfers."
.
Earley will graduate from UCF in December of next t ·
year, after which she would like to vie for a car~er in the
professional ranks.
"My goal," she said, "is to be competitive and to ~.
qualify for the ~PGA tour. It's a challenge, but that's
my goal."

Arkansas State takes UCF apart,
claims Sun Belt championship
three games and Western Kentucky beating Southwestern
Louisiana, also in three games.
The sun went down on the
The second round ofplay.also
Sun Belt Conference Volleyball took place on Friday and pitted
Tournament but the Lady UCF against Western KenKnights were not the ones stand- tucky. UCF had to win to stay
· in the tournament.
ing in the winners circle.
Unfortunately, Western
UCF traveled to Jonesboro,
Arkansas, to Arkansas State Kentucky had a different plan.
University to try and cap off a UCF lost to Western Kentucky
winning season. A team is elimi- in three games, 15-8, 15-4 and
nated after losing two matches. 15-1.
The loss left UCF in fifth
The Lady Knights played the
·first match against the winners place and gave UCF a final seaofthe Western Division, Arkan- son record of24-13.
Linda Santiago accounted for
sas State.
~ UCF was unable to defeat
11 kills in the game with ShanArkansas inthe regular season non Pack making eight kills.
matches and the story was the Lisa Peterson came up with the
two service aces for the Lady
same at the tournament.
Arkansas won in three Knights.
Other matches in the second
straight games. A r k a n s a s
dominated the first two games, round resulted in Arkansaswinning 15-4 and 15-3.
Little Rock beating SouthwestThe Lady Knights refused to ern Louisiana in three games
go down without a strong fight, and Lamar losing to Arkansas
however, and was only beat 15- State in four games.
This left four teams for the
11 in the third game.
Miriam Metzcus and Lisa third round of play on SaturPeterson both came up withnine day. Lamar won over Arkankills for UCF and Metzcus made sas-Little Rock in four games
and Western Kentucky gave
the only service ace.
The rest of the field in the Arkansas State their first loss
first round had Lamar defeat- after five games.
ing 1. .rkansas-Little Rock in
Arkansas State then elimiby Jenny Duncanson

STAFF REPORTER

nated Lamar from the tournament by defeatingthein in three
games. This left Arkansas State
and Western Kentucky to do
battle for the conference title on
Sunday. Arkansas State had one
tournament loss and Western
~
Kentucky had none.
Arkansas handed Western
Kentucky its first loss, winning
in four games, 15-13, 8-15, 15-7
and 15-10.
This left both teams With one
loss and one more match to play.
The final match began with
Western Kentucky on top, 15-9.
Arkansas State proved how
much they wanted it and took
the next two games, 15-12 and
16-14.
Western Kentucky came
right back and won the next
game, 15-10.
The final game of the Sun
BeltConferencewentrightaown
to the fifth game with both teams
giving it their all.
The final game of the tournament went to 18-16, with Arkansas S4ite clinching the bragging rights to Conference Champions.
The Lady Knights finished
the season with a 24-11 record,
a considerable improvement Senior Shannon Pack finished .fourth in the Sun Belt
over last season's 14-17 mark. · conference in hitting percentage. (Charles K MorrowifUTUAE)

Air A,gault, Dirty Dozen triumph
·-in flag football champ~onships
1

by Harris Ahmed
STAFF REPORTER

Air Assault's Paul Breeman makes his way towards the end zone in
hiS team's 6-Q Championship Win. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

Last Monday marked the end of a
fast-paced, bone-crushing flag football
seasol). with the annual All-University
Championships with the A League and
Women's champions earning a trip to
the Nationals in New Orleans, while the
B League champs would secure all-out
bragging rights.
In the Women's championship game,
BAD and The Dirty Dozen met for the
second time this season. Their last meeting decided the Women's Independent
division title, but this time, it was all or
nothing.
With Kelly Coker absent, Dirty
Dozen's Lisa Meltzer was once again
given the nod to start at quarterback.
Early in the first half, both teams seem
to have a whole lot of trouble on offense,
as BAD's Cindy Wood and Dozen'sNikki
Cantrall both had an interception to

Free Throws
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their name. The two teams were score- )
less at halftime.
"This was probably our best defensive
game of the season," said Dozen Line- >
backer Ana Sobrino. "Basically, we just
changed the defense a little bit. It was
more like Miami-FSU out there."
With no score in the first half, something had to give in the second half and
they did ...for The Dirty Dozen.
BAD key players"Heather Parker and ~
Shannon Devers fell victim to an otherwise gruesome- second half that resembled an NFL . game, as they were
both carried out with an injury. From
there, the Dozen's offense as Lisa Meltzer
found Dawn Newman in the endzone for
a touchdown pass, while Newman's in- ~,
terception was later turned into a t ouchdown run by Meltzer. Before the clock
expired; The Dirty Dozen celebrated their ,
championship victory, 13-0.
1

FLAG FOOTBALL continued page 11
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J~nes promot~s new projects
by Jason Maddox
RemembertheMonkees?Peter,Micheal,Micky
and Davy, those four unforgettable guys that were
on the television -every day after school.
Da·vy Jones, the most popular of the four
Monkees, performed at Pleasure Island Thursday
night in front of several hundred fans.
In an interview before the show, Jones told of
his beginnings in show business. At 15 years old,
he played the Artful Dodger in the Broadway show
"Oliver!" While working, Columbia Pictures
contacted and signedJ ones to a long-term contract.
He worked in many of the television shows during
·the 1960s, including "Bewitched" and "The
Farmers Daughter."
In 1965, the Monkees idea was brought up. It
was to be a television show. about a rock 'n' roll
band, "Much like the Beatles' movie, 'Hard Days
· Night,' put on television every week with dialogue ·
and a story."
"WANTED: MADNESS, AUDITIONS FOR
FOUR GUYS WILLING TO WORK IN A T.V.
SHOW ABOUT A ROCK AND ROLL BAND,"
posters said.
After the auditions of people from around the
world were completed, the Monkees were on the
air in 1966. The 56 episode series, which was very
successful, reached 36 countries around the world.
Supposedly, more than 100 million copies of their
albums were sold.
Jones has written two books, "They Made a
Monkee OutofMe" and "Monkee Memories, Media
Madne_ss. "The latest book has many photographs
andinterestingimages created with the assistance
of a computer.
In a new British television series, "Trainer:"
which is based on thoroughbred horse racing, Jones
plays the part of the best jockey in England. In
real life, he does in fact train and ride horses and
has ajockey's license.
·"When I combine both my recreational pleasures · Joµ.es

.,

performed for

with my work, it's a bonus.
Anytime you can do something
that you enjoy doing and get paid
forit, then that's a double bonus,"
he said.
Recently, Jones toured
Australia with a band
performing concerts. In the
shows, he sings "I'm a Believer,"
"Daydream Believer,""Little Bit
Me" and "Last Train to
Clarksville." He also combines
originals with songs that people
have given to him or that he has
picked up.
He said that he does not have
records comingouteverymonth
oreveryyear. "I'mnotamusician
in that sense, I'm an entertainer
who goes into theater, television
and was in the group called the
Monkees."
When he appears on stage as
Davy Jones from the Monkees,
"I sing a couple Monkee tunes
and some new stuff, but I'm not
worried about a new album
coming out with my new
direction as a musician."
In the near future, Jones
plans to promote his new book
and do book signings. He also has a Christmas album that will
soon be released.
"Ideally, I would like to get a
nice part in a movie," Jones said.
Right now he has no time limits
of what will come in the future
because he has other
commitments to his family,
a varied crowd at Pleasure Island.(Photos by·John Rivera) which includes four daughters.
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Tritt breaks boundaries,hearts with1t's All About to -Change'

It's All About To Change
Artist: Travis Tritt
Producer: Gregg Brown
Label: Warner Brothers
Records

Another one of the fastest
growing artists in the genre of
country music is Travis Tritt.
His first album, Country Club,
was released a little less than
two years ago. Thelatestalbum,
It's All About To Change, was
released earlier this year and
has already sold more than
500,000 copies and is still
climbing on the country music
charts. This hot album is being
held at number three only
behindGarthBrooks, whoholds
the first two pooitions.
Singles that m;e to the top of
the charts from Tritt's debut
album include, 'Tm Gonna Be

Somebody," "Dcift Off to
Dream" and ''Help Me Hold

On."
On thelat.estrelease, ''Here's
a Quarter (Call Someone Who
Cares)' is a single about a guy
tellinganoldflameshecantake
a hike. On the contrary,
"Anymore" is on the other side
ofthe love'fence. He sings, ''let
memakeonelastappeal toshow
youhow Ifeelaboutyou/'cause
there's no one else I swear that
holds a candle anywhere next
to you/ my heart can't take
the beating, not having you
to hold/ a small voice keeps
repeating deep inside my

soul/ it says I can't keep Belt," is another tune along the
pretending that I don't love lines of rock. It is a fast paced
you anymore."
song about a woman from
''NotlringShortofDying" and Atlanta who's body was made
"SomeoneForMe" showTritt's to sin, "she didn't care that he
tender, caring side. In the first was married /cause the torch
tune, ''Ifindmy heartbreaking she carried was hotter than the
everytime her memory slams -flames of hell/ she had plans to
thedoor."In the~nd,hesings seduce him, if she could she
about needing someone with a would!loosenanot.chofthe bible
heart like his. Both tracks are belt."Trittwas assistedby Little
slow, well-written songs that Feat, a rock 'n' roll band that
' couldbe meaningful to whoever has been around for nearly 20
· may listen.
years.
On the rocky side ofcountry
IfyoulikeSouthemstylerock
music, ''Homesick'' tells of the mixed with some touching love
in.fluenresofJimiHendrixand songs, check this album out.
dope during the '60s. "Bible
-Jason Maddox

Urban Dance Squad drops the tnotherlode

Members
of Urban
Dance
Squad
overcame
an
untimely
illness and
gave the

by Alissa Barber
This is a show review that wanted to be an inteiview,
butunfortunately,membersofUibanDanceSquad were
gravely ill at t:reir Visage show last Thursday and ·could
not be interviewed.
With that out of the way, let me say that you would
never koow Uiban Dance Squad was a band staring
death in t:re face by t:reir ~rfonnance. Trey slammed
their patented brand of funk, rock, metal, rap mayhem
aero~ the stage arx1 in yourfaee,lettinguponlyto groove
on some mellow soul interludes beforedrowingyou on
your head.
Opening the show was Mutha Funker, talented
musicians woo gave it their all playing funk, fimk and .
well....funk. They 're a good band who shouldn 'tlet their
namebetheironly definition The undeqx>pulatedcrowd

crowd a
slamming
ptrl'onnance

at Visage.
(Arista Records)

atVisageletthemYthmhit 'em and grew ahappy,dancing
pitthatswelled when UtbanDance Squad tooktre stage.
"Dee~r Shade of Soul" helped the crowd rea)ly get
loose, but they were kept under tight control by about
4,(XX) Visage bouncers" (believe me when I say your
entire high school football team woiks there) who took
stage divers (you know.grandma, those people who get
·onstage and leap off into the crowd) outside and put
them to death.
Uiban Dance Squad played all your favorite songs
from bothMentalFloss For the Globe and theirrew life
'NPerspectivesofaGenuineCrossover.Rawcr/fionttnan
Rud,eooy kep1 their onstage antics exciting while the rest
of the squad did good impersonations oflamps (due to
illness?).Theirmusicsaidanddiditallandifyouweren't
there, you should have been The end.
·
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OurUCF
Good Knight Offer!
For Health and Cost Conscious Students
George Alan Yarko DDS
David J. Blue DMD

282-2101
11780 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL

$25 NEW PATIENT Check-up
includes:
Initial Exam .011 O
4 BW XRAYS 0274
Consultation

(Corner of Hwy 50 &Alafaya Tr.)
•THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RE_SPONSIBLE
FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL
PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY
OTHER SERVICE, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH
IS PERFORMEE AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS
OF RESPONDINGTOTHEADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE,
DISCOUNTED FEE, OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

Other Services Include:
Te.eth Whitening
· Wisdom Teeth Removal
Cosmetic .Restorations
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·Foster shows genius as director, actress in ~Little Man Tate'
by Bill Cushing
MOVIE FACTS
There are definite signs of genius
in "Little Man Tate" that go beyond
the genetic traits of the film's main
character.
After 20 years in the business, 28y~ -old Jodie Foster is splitting her
time between the director's seat and
as one of the lead actors of the film.
She handles both tasks equally well.
''Little ManTate"fa thestoryofFred
Tate (Adam Hann-Byrd), the son of
Dede(Foster),aNew YorkCitycocktail
waitress with dreams of breaking into
the entertainment business.
Fredisabitunusual,however.By
his own.admission, he recalls his own
birth. Now in his seventh year, Fred poet. He writes an opera for his
is a first grade outcast, trying mom's birthday.
desperately to fit in with his peers
He also has nightmares where he
while harboring a definite disdain for wakes up in themiddleofVan Gogh's
his civic-minded teacher, a woman paintings, and he's developed an
who would make a nice match for ulcer from worrying about such first
George Orwell's Big Brother.
grade worries as the depleting ozone
Fred is, in short, a genius. He is an layer and world peace.
accomplished pianist, painter and
Then, Dr. Jane Grierson (Dianne
-----------------------,

FINANCIAL AID FOR COUEGE

Personalized computer search will
help you find money for college.
For free information call 249-3771.
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Greek Salads and Dinners!
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FOR $5.00
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FOR1WO
Includes 2 Greek Salads
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Wiest)walksintotheTates'
life. AsheadoftheGrierson
Institute, a privately funded
laboratory-training ground
for child prodigies,
Grierson offers Fred the
opportunity to study under
hertU:telageanddevelop his
natural intellect
· At the same time, Dede
is frantically trying to help
Fred adjust to the task of
becoming a normal 7-yearold. From this premise, we
get the triangle that forms
as the two women struggle
over the direction for the
boy. At the same time, Fred
tries desperately to fit in
while contending with the
inescapable fact that he is Tension builds as teacher and mother struggle with Tute. (Orion Pictures)
unlike other people.
This makes up the story of "Little
Certainly there is a childlike quality Harry Connick Jr.) who meets him
Man Tate," and what a story it
becomes. Mixing shades of "The to the way in which Fred views the by first, inadvertently, injuring him.
World According toGarp" with "My world, a feat that Foster accomplishes However, this lack of any male "role
Favorite Year," Foster's directorial through the use of animation as much model" is secondary to the story that
debut is a channing, emotion-filled as through camera work.
Foster presents.
- One of the interesting aspects of
and thought-provoking film that
"Little Man Tate" is a charming
covers a lot of ground without this film is the lack of any male story with which many moviegoers
allowing itself to getscatteredall over influence in Fred's life, unless one can identify, especially if you' veever
counts a brief friendship Fred shares been passed over by the schoolyard
the place.
One naturally wonders how much with a wisecracking, professional baseball teams, shut out of the popular
of her own life's experiences Foster college student named Eddie (played clique or had a childhood birthday
with smooth and youthful chann by party with no guests.
brings to this work.

According to Details Magazine, country music givin' me nothing" Richard. may finally get the
is the music most enjoyed by President respecthefeelsowedtohimwhenhebecomeseligible
Bush ... Natural Selection, the group behind the for The Songwriters Hall of Fame this year...Rap
mega-hit "D<f Anything" had originally selected a rules the Top Albums chart in Billboard this week,
different lead vocalist for the track. Prince protegee jumping in at #3 is Hammer ''Too Legit To Quit"
Ingrid Chavez was originally featured but and to everyone's surprise Ice Cube's latest "Death
eventually replaced by Niki Harris, one of
Madonna'sbackupsingers ... Little"Youain'tnever
IMPLANTS continued page C4
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Corrosion of Conformity and Prong Collide at the Beacham ·
by Alissa Barber
Tommy Victor, singer and
guitarist for Prong:
AB: How many dates are you
doing on this tour?
.
TV: We' re doing approximately
30 dates-all over America
excluding the Northwest. We 're
not going there.
AB: Personal reasons or is it just
not logistically possible?
TV: A little of both-we're
banning Seattle.
AB: Too many Sub Poppers (you
know, readers, bands and fans of
Seattle's Sub Pop record label)?
TV: Exactly.
AB: Is there anything you would
· like the world at large to know
about yournew album, Prove You
Wrong?
TV: It's the greatest (expletive)
record that ever came out.
AB: Any plans for the future, big
aspirations, personal goals?
TV: Aside from top twenty hits

;o>.
NSTt., ·

Bullet LaVolta joined the action. (Pho~os by Charles K. Morrow)
and major arena headlining,
mayreloseacouplemorepounds.
AB: Is there anything you want
me to know about yourself that I
haven't asked already?
TV: I'm a Roman Catholic, but
because I was taught by nuns, I
turned into acomplete...(searches
for word)

AB: Nowyou'retheAnti-Christ?
TV: Anti-Christ-exactly. So
that's me.
. .
Woody Weatherman, ~1tanst
for Corrosion of Confomnty:
AB: What inspires you to get out
of bed in the morning? .
WW: The thought of rolling out
of bed and making a huge pot of
really thick,
delicious
coffee recause
I'm worthless
wi thout the
sludge coffee.
Once
that
happens, the
rest of the day
is easy.
AB : You're
motivated by
the influx of
chemicals into
your system?
WW: Exactly,
exactly.
n B: Tell us
exciting things
aboutyournew
album Blind.
WW:
The
record was

recorded in New York recause we
found the most awesome studio
there with all old vintage
equipment All the equipment we
use onstage is exactly the same as
whatweusedinthestudio. ltgives
us a organic, very real sound.
AB: In a celebration of the joy of
life, what songs would you like
played as you dance around like
Snoopy?
WW: Just about any Black
Sabbath song would do.
Right next door to the
thundering sounds of Corrosion
of Confonnity and Prong Bullet
LaVolta took the stage...
After an exciting showat Beach
Club that basically redefined
music as we know it, Bullet
LaVoltats guitarist.Gay Tarver,
other guitarist Duke Roth, and
dnunmerToddPhilips granted me
an interview that stretched on into
infinfry and would fill many
volumes of this fine publication,
so here's the highlights.
BulletLaVolta has just released
Swandive, their second album for
RCA Records. Oay says of the
album,''This album is all new, the
first record we have done from
scratch. It doesn't sound like it
would make a difference, but it
does. It changes the way you look
at things." Longtime fans will be
glad to know this "wann sounding,
very human record" (Duke)
doesn't . change Bullet
LaVolta's powerful and
energetic sound. Oflife on the touring trail as an
opening band, Oay admits, "A
lot of times, it's just getting

-Q'
I',:
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Certificate" debuts at #2. Still
holding a strong #1 is Garth
MATURE MINTIED AND RELIABLE
·.. Brooks ... Michael Jackson's
407-296-4900
latest video may be a little too
dangerous for some people.
The video for "Black or
White" contained a four
minute sequence in which l-======================;r====::=;::=====j
Jackson dances, smashing car
PROL I NE CUSTOM CLUBS
10 3
windows and grabbing
him self,
si mul atin g
FULL RE-PAIR FACILITY
DISCOUNT
masturbation. The message
that Jackson was trying to
W/COUP-ON
communicate was unknown,
and in response to publi c
opi nion the objectionable
portion of the video has been
WE CARRY ALL GOLF ACCESSORIES
edi te ~ out...an d fina lly ,
A DISCOUNT GOLF SHOP
musicians and why they were
arre sted :· Grace Jones 281-47 19 11921 E. COLON I AL DR.
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Ke it
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breaking and entering '
Laree ny,
obscenity, · ·-' Our students get the highest scores. We've proven it to over
one million students. Let us prove it to you.
disorderly conduct, attacking
his wife with a mop (assault),
reckless driving, carrying an
unlicensed weapon and
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD
DUJ ... (from
Details
3.403Technological Plaza
M~gazine)
Orlando, Florida
(407)273-7111
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1 mile West of UCF
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people's attention, just getting
peopletomoveuptothestage." "I ,
think we are successful in doing ,.,
that. It's all part of the process.",
Duke agrees. Beach Oub' s show
proved how successful they are as
Bullet LaVolta's set turned the
crowd into a following. . .
Holding your breatli wrunng for
exciting Bullet LaVolta trivia?
Favorite bands of Bullet LaVolta
include Afghan Whigs (Oay),
Swervedriver (Duke) and "~
Spacemen 3 (Todd). In answerto
the Stupid 'Zine Question
(submitted by Hanneman of
WUCF's Midnight Metal show),
if Bullet LaVolta could be a bug,
Duke would be acockroach ("they
are fast and have no respect") and
Todd would kill himself because
he hates bugs.
The fust band to re featured in i )
Sassy Magazine's Cute Band Alert,
BulletLaVoltahaseverythingittakes
to be major superstars of our time -l
except backstage deli trays. Oleck
them out
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